Interactive Media
St. John Fisher College

Video Games
Study video game design to prepare
for a position as a game designer,
programmer, or scriptwriter in order
to find employment with video game
companies. Students also will be well
prepared to apply for graduate school
in game design. Students often minor in
Computer Science.

Web & Mobile
Development
Create web sites and mobile apps by
studying design and usability along
with the necessary coding skills to
create professional work. Students find
employment with design companies,
agencies, or corporations/non-profits.
Students often minor in Strategic
Communication or Computer Science.

Analytics and Data
Study data visualization, data science,
web-database interfaces, social network
analysis, and web analytics to obtain
employment as an SEO specialist,
infographic designer, or data analyst
in a variety of corporate and media
organizations. Students usually minor in
Data Science.

Design, Photo, & Video
Study graphic design, photography,
and/or video in conjunction with web
development to prepare for work in
public relations and advertising firms
or graphic and web design companies.
Students often minor in Visual and
Performing Arts or Film and Television
Studies.

Bachelor of Arts in
Interactive Media
Students in Interactive Media (IM) develop a practice
of creative production through the development of
video games, web sites, and mobile apps. They also
produce digital art and new tech innovations.
The program culminates in a senior project where
students create video games for online distribution
or websites for Rochester-area clients.
Students also critically analyze the effects of
emerging media on society. They study such topics
as politics and social media, entrepreneurship, online
identity, digital ethnography, visual rhetoric of
interactive experiences, and the cultural significance
of fan fiction.
Courses are small (10-24 students), creating a community of
makers that complements the philosophy and culture of a small
liberal arts college. During their time at Fisher, students may join
PRIMA, our student-run advertising and public relations firm, as a
way apply their design skills on behalf of real-world clients.
The Gladys Brooks Media Arts Lab (which includes Macs
loaded with Adobe Creative Suite, Unity, Blender, and Xcode)
offers students 24 hour access to a collaborative work space.
The Gaming and Usability Research Lab provides students with
multiple gaming systems, virtual reality gear, and an eye tracking
system for research. Students also may borrow video and
photography equipment and reserve our television studio to
create content for projects.

Interactive Media Major (43 credits)
DIGC/CSCI 158: Introduction to Computational Media
COMM 219: Design I
COMM 269: Web Design
COMM 322: Communication Career Seminar (1 credit)
DIGC 490: Senior Project
Two of:
COMM 367: Emergent Media and Web Culture
DIGC 171:Video Game History
ENGL 272: Digital Feminisms
ENGL 346: Narrative and New Media
ENGL 380: Visual Rhetoric
ENGL 382: Digital Literacies
One of:
DIGC 240: The Networked World
DIGC 245:Visualizing Data
STAT 160: Introduction to Data Science
One of:
DIGC/ARTS 258: Introduction to Physical Computing
DIGC/ARTS 259: VR and Interaction Art
One of:
DIGC 275: Writing for Games
ENGL 359: Technical Writing
ENGL 361: Writing with New Media
One two-course sequence:
COMM 362/468: Interactive Media Design/Advanced Web Development
DIGC 271/371:Video Game Design I/ Video Game Design II
Plus nine credits from a variety of electives, including:
ARTS 112: Digital Art
ARTS/COMM 236/336: Photo I/Photo II
COMM 231/328:Video Storytelling/Cinematography and Editing
COMM 261/361: Documentary Film/Documentary Production
COMM 319: Design II
COMM 363: Media Research and Web Analytics
COMM 449: Media Entrepreneurship
CSCI 260: Introduction to Databases
DIGC 471: Mobile Game Development
DIGC 495: Internship
STAT 250/355: Geographic Information Systems/Social Network Analysis
Refer to the latest course catalog for official requirements.

Interactive Media Faculty

Jeremy Sarachan (Associate Professor/Chair in the Department
of Media and Communication) studies new media and computational
approaches to web development, with interests in virtual reality,
interactive art, and documentary. He has published articles about
identity on the web, fandom and the use of social media, and the nature
of play and learning that develops when children engage with virtual
worlds. He has a B.A. in film and media studies and psychology from the
University of Rochester and an M.S. in information technology from the
Rochester Institute of Technology.

Wendi Sierra (Assistant Professor in the Department of English)
has an interest in all areas of digital cultures, with her primary research
focused on the rhetorics of games and game design. She also studies
critical making and designs both digital and analog games. She is a fan of
indie games, horror games, and World of Warcraft, and has a B.A./M.A. from
the University of Oklahoma, and a Ph.D. in communication, rhetoric, and
digital media from North Carolina State University.
Dougie Bicket (Associate Professor in the Department of Media and
Communication) teaches courses in design, visual communication, media
law and ethics, communication theory, and emergent media. Professor
Bicket investigates the role of public memorials and monuments in
American culture. He worked as a journalist before entering graduate
school. He has a B.A. from Glasgow Caledonian University and an M.A./
Ph.D. from the University of Washington.
Barney Ricca (Associate Professor in the Department of Mathematical
and Computing Sciences) has pursued research over the years in the
physics of musical instruments, methods for understanding complex
systems, and the physics of rollercoasters. His current research work
concerns complex and networked systems. He teaches classes in
network theory, iOS development, and physical computing. He has a
B.A./B.S. from the University of Dallas, an M.S. from the University of
Chicago, and a Ph.D. from the University of Michigan.
Lisa Jadwin (Professor in the Department of English) teaches courses in film, digital media, and
convergence culture. As a designer, she develops electronic instructional materials. She has a B.A. from
the University of California at Davis and an M.A./Ph.D. from Princeton.
David Pate (Associate Professor in the Department of Economics) integrates emerging sources of
online data with econometric analysis to examine workforce issues. He employs visualization tools to
explore and analyze data. He has a B.S. from Bentley College and a Ph.D. from Iowa State University.
Deb Vanderbilt (Professor in the Department of English) studies new media genres—electronic
literature and interactive narratives. She also investigates digital tools for the analysis of both traditional
literature and new media. She has a B.A. from Calvin College and an M.A./Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison.
Matthew Vercant (Adjunct Instructor in the Program in Interactive Media) has writing, editing,
and playtesting credits from Fantasy Flight Games and Minion Games, among others, with additional
experience in the tabletop game industry. He previously taught literature and creative writing at
Minnesota State University, Mankato. He has a B.A. from SUNY-Fredionia and an M.F.A. from Mankato.

Select Courses

for a full listing, visit our online catalog

Web and Mobile
DIGC/CSCI 158: Introduction to
Computational Media
Students will explore the creative possibilities of
code and gain a working knowledge of variables,
conditionals, loops, functions, and objects as they learn
iOS App Development with Xcode and Swift.
COMM 269: Web Design
Students design and develop websites for a variety of
devices. The course focuses on HTML, cascading style
sheets, and digital imaging with Adobe Photoshop,
as well as the use of jQuery plugins to create
dynamic effects. Graphic design theory, information
architecture, and search engine optimization methods
are discussed throughout the semester.
COMM 219/319: Design I and II
Students study graphic design and typography as it
applies to print, advertising, and web design. Software
taught includes Adobe InDesign and Illustrator.
COMM 362: Interactive Media Design
Students apply effective information design to the
creation of web-based interactive documentaries,
learning techniques for creating data visualizations and
3-D models through the use of jQuery and javascript
libraries.
COMM 468: Advanced Web Development
Students learn to create fully dynamic sites by
becoming a full-stack web developer. By the end of the
semester, students will build both web-based sites and
mobile apps using these technologies.
CSCI 260: Introduction to Databases
This course presents an overview of database
organization and management. Topics include database
organization, query languages, querying techniques
with SQL, data extraction and manipulation, and
database design.

Visual Art &
Interfaces

DIGC 171: Video Game History
Computer and video games have a history that now
spans more than a half a century. This course will
explore this history, looking at key titles, cultural
impacts and influences, and important moments
of technological innovation. Students will conduct
archival research at the Strong Museum of Play.

ARTS 112: Digital Art
The course introduces students to techniques of
using the computer as an artist’s tool. Project work
will explore a variety of digital effects possible and
will focus on helping students gain an understanding
of important style and art movements of the past.
Consideration will be given to developing a basic
understanding of related technical issues, such as
image capture, file formats, color management, output
options, and creating works for print or digital display.
Course emphasis will be on generating works that
reflect a fine art aesthetic.

DIGC 271: Video Game Design I
This course acts as an introduction to the basics of
game design. Students will develop a theoretically
grounded understanding of the game design process,
including developing a theme, understanding genre
conventions, and designing for an audience. The course
will culminate with the development of a digital game.

DIGC 245: Visualizing Data
This course introduces design and statistical principles
as well as programming languages and tools for
exploring, analyzing, and displaying information.
Students will gain an understanding of the role of data
visualizations in analyzing complex data and societal
trends. The R programming language is used.

DIGC 275: Writing for Games
In this course students focus on the practical and
artistic writing elements of game design. This includes
writing dialogue scripts for video games, understanding
the part that narrative writing plays in informing game
mechanics, and the creative and technical writing
aspects of tabletop role-playing games. Students will
workshop their writing in class similar to a
development or playtest team, while creating their
own game.

DIGC/ARTS 258: Introduction to
Physical Computing
This course helps students redefine how people
interact with technology. The ways in which
computers can “sense” the world and in turn, act on
the world, is much greater than just keyboards, mice,
and screens: wearable sensors, interactive devices,
location sensors, and more, all provide nontraditional
ways to communicate with technology. This course
teaches students the basics for working with these
systems, including an introduction to constructing
hardware and software coding for communication
with external hardware. Students will complete an
interactive physical computing artifact.

Video Games

DIGC 371: Video Game Design II
Students will learn to use a game engine and work
through all stages of the game design process,
including concept development, design, implementation, play-testing, and deployment. The final product for
this course will be a multistage game created in Unity.
DIGC 471: Mobile Game Development
This course focuses on how mobile interfaces pose
specific challenges for game designers. Students will
develop mobile games in Unity that play on both iOS
and Android devices. Special attention will be given to
mobile-specific concerns, including varying screen resolutions, haptic input and feedback, and optimization
for mobile devices.

DIGC/ARTS 259: VR and Interaction Art
This course focuses on virtual reality and experiments
with interactivity in art. Students will learn to create
3-D environments that can be experienced when
wearing VR headsets and then will produce web and
mobile experiences that interact with the real world,
incorporating video and geolocation techniques.
Critical theorists that analyze issues related to virtual
reality and interactive art will also be discussed.

Digital Cultures
COMM 367: Emergent Media and
Web Culture
Interactivity, collaboration, and content creation by
formerly passive audiences are leading to profound
changes in the experience of media and the nature of
human communication. This discussion-driven seminar
requires students to critically analyze both popular
and scholarly texts as a means to study themes related
to digital cultures.
DIGC 240: The Networked World
This course will examine the particular issues
surrounding the network structure of relationships,
and how that structure impacts our experience and
study of various entities, including search engines,
social networks, the spread of technologies, and the
spread of viruses (both human and computer).
ENGL/WGST 272: Digital Feminisms
While we frequently treat the technological artifacts
around us as simple tools, doing so ignores complex
cultural forces. This course will use feminist theory
to explore the co-production of identity and
technology, examining how each helps to shape the
other. First-wave feminism emerged at a time of
great technological upheaval, and as technology has
continued to change over time, so too has feminism.
ENGL 346: Narrative and New Media
Technologies shape the way people read, create, and
analyze texts. In this class we’ll explore some of the
new tools through which people are approaching
literature in the digital age. Possible areas of focus
include transformational media like online fan fiction,
tools for multimedia presentations, coding of literary
texts, and data mining resources for texts.
ENGL 380: Visual Rhetoric
Developing a critical awareness of the way images,
both moving and still, are constructed to convey
particular messages is an important part of rhetorical
awareness in the digital age. This course will explore
various theories of visual rhetoric. Artifacts analyzed
in the course include graphic novels, advertisements,
memorial spaces, museums, and interactive media.

Kate Coleman ’15
Developer,
Makeway

Kyle Cataldo ’17
Digital Coordinator,
Butler/Till

The IM program has
helped me specifically
with my knowledge of web
design and coding. After
taking the intro class, as
well as some advanced
coding, I was well prepared
for the job that I applied
for right before graduating.
Understanding code and
how websites work is
pivotal in today’s digital
society, and I’m extremely
grateful for having
the opportunity to major
in Interactive Media.

Jeff Mangiafesto ’16
Web Application
Developer,
Ruffalo Noel Levitz

The IM program is
unique in that you can
try out different fields
within technology and
focus on what interests
you most. Being versatile
in both technology
as well as developing
the ability to pick up
new skills is by far the
most useful career skill
that I gained from the
program.The ability to
research and learn new
languages or information
is where I believe this
program excels.This
versatility within the
field combined with the
diversity in coursework
has opened my career
choices up so that I
had the preparation,
skills, and confidence to
find a position I enjoy.

Contact Admissions
(585) 385-8064
admissions@sjfc.edu
https://www.sjfc.edu/admissions-aid/apply-to-fisher

I arrived at Fisher as an
undecided major and
didn’t settle on Interactive
Media until early in my
junior year. I developed
the skills necessary to
be competitive in the
market in a very short
time. After graduation,
I was hired through an
internship by a growing
web development and
marketing company
almost immediately. I
couldn’t be happier.

Contact:
Jeremy Sarachan

Associate Professor of
Media and Communication
jsarachan@sjfc.edu
585-385-7277
or

Wendi Sierra

Assistant Professor of
English
wsierra@sjfc.edu
585-385-8211

http://im.sjfc.edu

http://comm.sjfc.edu

